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January 26 : The Geometry of the Complex Numbers
Before we discuss the geometry of C, we should consider a few things about its algebra.

Two Last Algebraic Questions
Question 1 : Does adding i to any field make it algebraically closed ?

This question arises from the fact that R is not algebraically closed, meaning that, as we
have discussed, there are some equations in R that have no solutions in R. However, by
adding i to R and creating the field C from that addition, we made it algebraically closed.

Answer : No. For example, Q. When we include i in Q—we can call the resulting field Q(i)—
the equation x2 − 2 = 0 has no solution in Q(i).

Question 2 : Do some fields that we have seen already have i hidden in them?
This means, are there some fields that we have discussed that contain an element whose
square equals −1 ?

Answer : Yes. For example, take the finite field F5 = {0,1,2,3,4}, which uses modular arith-
metic. −1 is the element x ∈ F5 such that x+1 = 0. In this case, x = 4. Since the definition
of i is i =

√
−1, in F5, i =

√
4. 2 =

√
4, so in F5, i = 2. Also, in F5, 32 = 4 = −1, so i = 3

as well. We can also define i as the solution the equation x2 + 1 = 0, and as before we get
that i = 2 and i = 3.

Multiplications on Rn

Last semester we learned how multiplication in R1 is associative, commutative, distributes
over addition, and has an inverse for every x ∈ R such that x 6= 0. This week we discussed
complex multiplication, which has these same important characteristics in R2. As it turns out,
these are the only two forms of multiplication that satisfy these requirements. This fact is known
as the Frobenius Theorem, which can be stated as follows :

Theorem 1 : There are only two multiplications on any Rn which distribute over addition and
are associative, commutative, and have inverses.

We will not prove this theorem in 296, but if you try to come up with a different multiplication
system that meets these requirements, you will find that it is impossible. However, if we relax
some of the requirements, other multiplications exist. For example,

Theorem 2 : There are only three multiplications on any Rn which distribute over addition
and are associative, and have inverses.
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Without requiring commutativity, we have multiplication over the quaternions, an extension
of the complex numbers denoted H. Whereas elements of C are written in the form a+ bi where
a, b ∈ R and where i2 = −1, elements of H are written in the form a + bi + cj + dk, where
a, b, c, d ∈ R and i, j, and k are defined like so : i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, i ∗ j ∗ k = −1.

It is possible to check that this multiplication over R4 meets the other requirements, but you
must remember that the multiplication is not commutative. The quaternions seem a little crazy,
but they have applications in physics : a can be the temporal coordinate, and b, c, and d can be
the spatial coordinates. Operating on H is like rotating space. However, Prof. Andrey cautions
us that thinking about the quaternions too much can lead to insanity, as it apparently did for the
mathematician who came up with them and henceforth assumed that they were the salvation of
humanity.

If we also drop the requirement of associativity, we can create another multiplication, this
time on R8.

Theorem 3 : There are only four multiplications on any Rn which distribute over addition
and have inverses.

The fourth multiplication is on an extension of C known as the octonians, whose elements
are written in the form a + bi + cj + dk + el + fm + gn + ho, where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h ∈ R,
and i, j, k, l,m, n, and o follow rules similar to those of the quaternions, although they were not
discussed in class.

As one might expect, the most difficult of the requirements of a multiplication is that it have
an inverse ; if we only want distribution over addition, associativity and commutivity, we can use
coordinate-wise multiplication over Rn for any n ∈ N.

Coordinate-wise Multiplication in Rn

For (a1, a2, . . . , an) and (b1, b2, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn, (a1, a2, . . . , an)∗(b1, b2, . . . , bn) = (a1b1, a2b2, . . . , anbn).
The multiplication of each coordinate is multiplication in R1, so we know that it distributes over
addition and is associative and commutative. However, coordinate-wise multiplication is not re-
versible in Rn when n > 1. For example, in R3, (1, 0, 0) 6= 0, but there is no (a, b, c) ∈ R3 such
that (1, 0, 0) ∗ (a, b, c) = (1, 1, 1), the multiplicative identity.

Now, Enough Abstract Algebra

If you enjoy this discussion, you should consider taking Math 593 and 594, the algebra alpha
courses, after finishing 396.

How do we Interpret C Geometrically ?
Arithmetically and algebraically,C is kind of likeR2, but with complex addition and multipli-

cation and several other things thrown into the picture. Luckily for us, C also shares geometrical
similarities toR2, so it is relatively easy for us to represent it in that way. In fact, mathematicians
often prefer to use the complex plane because it has many nice properties.

Plotting Complex Numbers

To plot z = a + bi ∈ C, we can use a horizontal “real axis” and a vertical “imaginary axis”.
The number z will be a distance a along the real axis and a distance b along the imaginary axis.
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Interpreting Complex Addition and Multiplication Geometrically

Addition : If we have plotted the point (a+ bi) and we add (c+di), to plot the sum we simply
translate the point c units right and d units up.

Multiplication : To multiply (a + bi) and (c + di) is slightly more complex. It is useful to
represent the complex numbers in a different way : with length and angle.
Length :

√
a2 + b2, denoted |a2 + b2|, is called the norm, modulus, or length of a+ bi.

Angle : θ is the angle, in radians, counterclockwise from the positive real axis, on which
a+ bi lies. So cos θ = a√

a2+b2
and i sin θ = bi√

a2+b2
. Note that cos θ + i sin θ = 1.

Then, we have a + bi =
√
a2 + b2(cos θ + i sin θ). Henceforth, we will use a single number,

such as r, for |a+ bi|.
Say z = r(cos θ + i sin θ), w = s(cosφ+ i sinφ). Then zw = rs(cos θ + i sin θ)(cosφ+ i sinφ).
Using angle sum and angle difference formulas, this simplifies to
zw = rs(cos (θ + φ) + i sin (θ + φ))
So, the multiplication of complex numbers multiplies their lengths and adds their angles.

Note : “argument” is another word for angle.

Application : Roots of Unity

Definition : A root of unity is a number r ∈ C so that for some n ∈ N, rn = 1.
Note : n can also be a negative integer, but usually we say that n ∈ N.
Since we multiply the norms of complex numbers when we multiply them, this means that

|rn| = |r|n = 1, so necessarily |r| = 1. This means that all roots of unity lie on the unit circle.
We will discuss roots of unity in more depth on Friday, but for now consider the basic problem :

Problem : Find a root of unity r with r3 = 1 with angle 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π.
Solution : We know that for any θ, cos θ + i sin θ = 1, and that when multiplying complex

numbers, we add the angles. So, since we’re multiplying the same number three times, 3θ is
a multiple of 2π. So, θ = 2π

3 ,
4π
3 . Hence, r = cos ( 2π3 )+ i sin ( 2π3 ) or r = cos (4π3 )+ i sin ( 4π3 ).
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